Pan-tilt platform (PTP) is a complex electromechanical assembly and its motion is characterized by coupled nonlinear behaviour. Control design and validation for PTP needs system models with different levels of abstraction and fidelity. The study is an attempt to build a multi-bond graph (MBG) model of an ideal PTP using object oriented modeling (OOM) approach. Joint friction, backlash and detailed actuator dynamics can be incorporated in modular manner. One of the mechanical imperfection; mass imbalance in tilt axis is also presented. The multibond graph model is created using 20-sim and results are compared with a general purpose multi-body dynamics software.
Introduction
Pan-tilt platform is a mechanism assembly that provides two D.O.F in pan and tilt axis. It can be considered as a two-axis gimbal assembly with independent actuating mechanisms. It finds its application as mounting and actuating platform for surveillance and tracking equipment. The current study is part of development of NUST Ground Surveillance Radar 1 shown in Fig 1 where pan-tilt platform is used. Dynamics of PTP affects the performance of the mounted system, where position and velocity control along with stability for the motion axes is required. These requirements often need more detailed system modeling of mechanical domain.
Dynamics in mechanical domain are highly dependent on physical imperfections in basic components of multi-body system. 3D multi-body systems have primarily two components; rigid bodies and their interconnecting joints. Rigid body has imperfection of mass distribution which can be explained by symmetry and balancing. Symmetry explains alignment of rotation axes with the body principal axes and represents a completely symmetrical, partially symmetrical or asymmetrical 1 NUST Ground Surveillance Radar is being developed by Microwave Engineering Research Lab (MERL), College of Electrical and Mechanical Engineering, NUST. system; whereas balancing explains the position of mass center with respect to the rotation axes [1] . Different mass distribution scenarios can make different case studies. But practically, PTP with payload is more likely to be asymmetric and an unbalanced assembly causing system to exihibit non-linear and coupled behavior. System nonlinearity remains in all scenarios as 3D multi-body dynamics is intrinsically non-linear; however, coupling in system could vanish if the system is considered completely symmetric and balanced [1] . Mechanical imperfections at joints; friction and backlash, with their intrinsic non-linear behavior [2] also contribute to the system nonlinearity.
Fig 1 NUST Ground Surveillance Radar
PTP or two-axis gimbal assembly has been modeled in literature by different approaches. Bondgraph representation is considered a valuable tool in modeling of such system as it handles multi-domain systems quite efficiently and gives clear insight to the power exchanges between different components of the system which is not evident in classical formulations [3] . Three axis gimbal assembly, a generalized case of PTP has been modeled using Newton-Euler scalar bondgraph [1] . The bondgraph model was compared with Lagrangian model. The BG model could handle unsymmetry of the system and it was computationally more efficient than its comparative model. PTP with controller design perspective was modeled using scalar bond graph technique [4] . The system was in completely symmetric and balanced configuration, making it an uncoupled non-linear system. Lagrangian based scalar bondgraph model of two-axis gimbal assembly [5] showed that coupling exists in partially symmetric system even if the system has balanced mass distribution. Altough, this effect is more pronounce at much higher speeds than what are encountered in practical applications.
Multi-bond graph technique was proposed for 3D multi-body systems for representing such systems in an efficient way [6] . Generally , bond graph modellers require derivation of system equations from classical formulations in first step. This led to the lost of topological information in bond graphs. The situation is not suitable for extensibility of models. For making system modeling more efficient, attention was given to amalgamation of object oriented modeling approach with bondgraph technique [7] . Object oriented modeling approach try to model basic components of domain as a unit using classical formulations. These components can be joined together using topological information. Modeling these units with bond graph, allow derivation of system equations in algorithmic manner using commercial softwares like 20-sim. Object oriented modeling also supports modular approach for reusability and extensibility of model [8] . Therefore, combining of multibond graph technique with object oriented modeling is a natural choice for modeling 3D multi-body systems. More detail of how OOM appraoch is used in modeling multi body systems is explained in next section.
PTP as camera platform has been studied by using object oriented modeling approach and scalar bondgraphs in DYMOLA environment [9] . An OOM based multi-bond graph library for different components of 3D multi-body system has been proposed using 20-sim [10] . These components include rigid body and their inter-connecting joints (spherical, rotational and translational joints). Rigid body is modeled using Newton-Euler formulation and joints are modeled by their respective transformations. The advantage of using OOM approach with multi-bond graph is to build the model directly from the system topology.
Current study is an attempt to create a multibond graph model of an ideal PTP using OOM approach as proposed in [10] . Ideal model is expanded to accomodate payload. Thereby, introducing mechanical imperfection of mass imbalance. Both models are compared with equivalent MSc ADAMS models.
Multi-Body System Component Modeling using OOM pproach A
In order to elucidate multi-bond graph model of PTP in next section, rigid body and revolute joint models using object oriented modeling approach are presented in following text. OOM approach attempts to model a basic component of a domain only by considering its dynamics. Primarily, there are two main components of multi-body system; rigid bodies and their inter connections (joints of different types). These basic models can be represented in encapsulated form similar to word bond graphs, but this representation is different from word bond graphs as OOM representation is capable of deriving complete system equations using algorithmic nature of bond graphs. , the force applied at the c.g , the torque applied about principal body axes , the linear momentum of rigid body , the angular velocity about principal body axes , angular momentum about the principal body axes Using OOM, rigid body dynamics given by NewtonEuler formulation can be represented with multi-bond graphs [10] . This representation is shown in Fig 3 along with gravity as an external force. The model gives flows and efforts at the center of gravity of rigid body. 
System Description
Pan-tilt platform, a two axis gimbal assembly, can be represented as shown in Fig 7. The assembly is in a partially symmetric and balanced configuration. The system contains two rigid bodies (pan and tilt rigid body) and a grounded base. Both rigid bodies are connected by two revolute joints at different locations. Pan rigid body is connected with the grounded base; while tilt rigid body is mounted on pan rigid body. Following is the nomenclature for the system. Pan rigid body is connected with grounded base by pan revolute joint. This joint motion is captured by Marker P j . It has O pj as origin and X pj , Y pj , Z pj are the direction axes. It can rotate about Z b through an angle when external torque is applied. Marker B acts as the hard point for the pan revolute joint Marker P j . Marker P and Pj has same angular velocity and they are related by geometric linear transformation.
Tilt rigid body is mounted on pan rigid body with tilt revolute joint. In order to keep description simple, it is assumed that hard point for tilt revolute joint is being provided by Marker P. Marker T also acts as a tilt revolute joint marker. It can rotate about Y p through an angle when external torque is applied. , and are angular velocities of tilt rigid body whereas Euler angle rates ( ̇ and ̇ ) are the input angular velocities at the respective input axis.
, and are the angular velocities of tilt rigid body that appear on the inertial reference frame O i X i Y i Z i .
System Kinematics
System constraints only allow two rotating reference frames; P and T. It is desirable to relate different motions in system using transformation. Kinematic transformations relate Euler angle rates ( ̇ and ̇ ) to the tilt body angular velocities ( , and ); and finally transform tilt body angular velocities in the inertial frame. Rotation matrices, transforms velocities from T to P, whereas, transforms velocities from P to B.
where, is and is .
System Kinetics
Similarly, system forces need to be represented in different frame of references. Required torque information at actuating joint against desired motion profile is obtained by transforming torques from body coordination frames to their respective actuating frames. , and are principal moments of inertia of pan body . These transformations are handled within revolute joint model using OOM approach.
Gravity can be transformed from inertial frame to respective rotating frame by using transpose of rotation matrices and . It can be seen from above equations that pan motion rate is dictated by both bodies whereas tilt motion rate is dictated only by tilt rigid body. Required torque is also dependent on the acceleration set in required motion profiles.
Dynamic odels M 4.1 Ideal PTP odel M
Ideal PTP model is built without considering any mechanical imperfection in the system. The system is assumed in partially symmetric and balanced configuration as shown in Fig 7. Control strategy demands position and velocity control of system therefore, sources of flow with desired motion profiles is attached at the revolute joints. Building system model from basic components, already modeled using OOM approach only requires topology information. PTP has four main components; two revolute joints and two rigid bodies. Pan revolute joint is between grounded base and pan rigid body and tilt revolute joint is between tilt rigid body and pan rigid body. Fig 9 shows MBG model of PTP in which different system components are connected using system topology. 
PTP-Payload Model
Addition of payload to the ideal PTP model is to introduce mechanical imperfection of mass imbalance. System is converted to partially symmetric and unbalanced configuration.
Physically, payload is mounted on tilt rigid body. This topological information is used to connect payload as rigid body by a rigid link (joint) with zero degree of freedom. Details of encapsulated "Payload" in It can be seen that payload is added to the ideal PTP model quite similar the way it happens in physical system. No equations were derived for building bond graph model for the modified system.
Results
MBG models with object oriented modeling approach (based on Newton-Euler formulation) are compared with equivalent models in MSc ADAMS, a standard industry tool for modeling multi-body dynamic systems which uses Lagrangian formulation for system modeling.
Ideal PTP odel M
Configuration of the system under study should show non-linear behaviour with appreciable coupling at high speeds. In order to simulate ideal PTP model, 20-sim is used. Parameters used in simulation are listed in Table 1 In order to observe expected behaviour, given input flows at pan and tilt revolute joints are quite high than what are practically desirable. Cubic type curve fitting is used for transitioning flow amplitudes in motion profiles. Other details of motion profile of flow source are given in Table 2 . Table 2 showing that coupling exist when both motion axes are actuated together. Use of high speed has pronounced this effect greatly, where this effect can be neglected while using practically desired speeds. 
PTP-Payload odel M
The model is expected to show non-linear and coupled behaviour. Pan torque during speed change should be dependent on the position in tilt mechanism. For simulating PTP-Payload model, PTP parameters are same as listed in Table 1 ; payload parameters are listed in Table   3 . Table 3 For evaluating, the effects of tilt angle on the pan torque, some simulation parameters are altered. Tilt angle is given an initial angle with no flows, while pan joint is given two cyclic pulses. The plots for required pan torque for different tilt angles are shown in Fig 17, showing that pan torque during speed transitions are dependent on the tilt angle.
Conclusion
The major goal of this paper was to build a multi-bond graph model of an ideal PTP using object oriented modeling approach. Multi-bond graph was used for its capability of handling multi-domain systems while object oriented modeling approach helps in modeling system from its topology and keeps modularity in the model. The study used 3D components library [10] and found that proposed library can be used to model multi-body systems. MBG models are compared with equivalent models build in ADAMS, an industry standard multi-body dynamics commercial package. Result from two different modeling techniques and approaches were found in agreement. Finally, MBG model of PTP was expanded to accommodate payload, a mechanical imperfection of mass imbalance. PTP-payload model showed that system details can be added in modular approach.
Future Work
It is recommended that future work may be carried out to accommodate actuation mechanisms and real life mechanical imperfections at joints; friction and backlash. These models can be used in controller design for the mechanism.
